English 111-Final Unit Test all questions are 2 points each

Comma Usage: In the following sentences, choose: A) correct  B) incorrect

1. Please pass me the cheese, bread, and ham.

2. Donna’s wedding is on Saturday, May 15 2014.

3. The book is attractive informative, and controversial.

4. She begged the domineering, meticulous, assistant but she was unable to dissuade her.

5. I went scuba diving last week, but I’m not eager to go again.

6. The family reunion is scheduled for July 12, 2015 in Charleston, SC.

7. Katie researched the question, wrote the essay, and presented the project to the class.

8. Julie said “Thanks so much Mary for helping me study for my Algebra test.”

9. Leigh and I worked for another week on our project and the extra effort shows in our results.

10. We finally made it to the new museum but were too tired to see everything.

Verb Tense - Select the correct word to fill in the blank.

11. You (a. have swam b. have swum) much faster in your recent races.

12. We fled the fire before it had (a. ran b. run) its course down the valley.

13. I know where my husband (a. has hid b. has hidden) my birthday present.


15. The telephone had (a. rang b. rung) a dozen times before the message machine clicked on.

16. Samir (a. hanged b. hung) the mistletoe over every door in the house.

17. Have you (a. ridden b. rode) on Nikolai’s new motorcycle yet?
18. The blast of the horn *(a. waken b. woke)* Liam from his nap.

19. Chuck has *(a. began b. begun)* to design clothes for fashion shows.

20. Keisha *(a. sings b. sung)* beautifully in the shower, but nowhere else.

**Identify each of the following sentences as either a. Active or b. Passive Voice**

21. The computer lab was used by the Psychology class.

22. The car was driven by his friend.

23. Fifty people attended the party.

24. The plants were watered by the housekeeper.

25. Ralph Lauren provided the anchor's wardrobe.

26. She published the article on May 15, 2000.

27. The album was released two weeks ago.

28. The accountants shredded the papers.

29. The senators criticized the bill.

30. The organization was founded in 1987.